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QUESTION 1
You work as a network administrator at Certkiller .com. Which utility is used to manage
the NonStop TS/MP subsystem?
A. MEDIACOM
B. TMFCOM
C. PATHCOM
D. NSKCOM
Answer: C
QUESTION 2
What available references would define the initial IP addresses set at the factory for
Master Service Processor (MSP) and the TSM service application? Select TWO.
A. SN 97066
B. NonStop S-series Fastpath Guide
C. TCP/IP Management Programming Manual
D. TSM Configuration Guide
E. TCP/IP Configuration and Management Manual
Answer: B,D
QUESTION 3
OSS APIs and utilities are based on which open standards?
A. UNIX Open and Common Open
B. DCE and CORBA
C. POSIX and X/OPEN
D. SCO and AIX
Answer: C
QUESTION 4
You work as a network administrator at Certkiller .com. Which subsystem CANNOT be
started and stopped using startup and shutdown files?
A. Spooler
B. NonStop TMF
C. Expand
D. TSM
Answer: D
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QUESTION 5
You work as a network administrator at Certkiller .com. Which system feature is designed
specifically for failure analysis?
A. EMS
B. TEDIT
C. SAFECOM
D. PERUSE
Answer: A
QUESTION 6
To automatically recover from process failure, you could code the program as a
fault-tolerant process pair, or .............
A. set the object file PERSISTENT attribute
B. from TACL, run the program specifying the PERSISTENT option
C. configure the program in $ZZKRN as a generic process
D. from the OSS shell, set the -p flag
Answer: C
QUESTION 7
You work as a network administrator at Certkiller .com. Which subsystem is used to
manage virtual memory storage?
A. KMSF
B. TFDS
C. HSSC
D. SMF
Answer: A
QUESTION 8
Setting the license flag on a Guardian disk file containing an executable object allows
.............
A. an object file from a product that must be purchased at additional cost to run on a
NonStop Kernel system
B. an object file that does not have a full product license to run on an NonStop Kernel
system
C. an object file that contains privileged procedures to be run by a user other than the
super ID
D. the program started from the object file to have super ID access to all Guardian files
Answer: C
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QUESTION 9
You work as a network administrator at Certkiller .com. Which fully-qualified SCF
command displays a list of all SWAN concentrators configured on a NonStop server?
A. NAMES ADAPTER $ZZWAN.*
B. STATUS ADAPTER *
C. NAMES SWAN *
D. INFO SWAN $ZZWAN *.
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
What is the recommended tool when replacing a PMF CRU?
A. WAN Wizard Pro
B. TFDS
C. GRT
D. TSM
Answer: C
QUESTION 11
What is a consideration when configuring disk cache?
A. the number and size of files read from disk and stored in the processor
B. the number and size of blocks read from disk and stored in the processor
C. the number of volumes whose images will go into the cache
D. the physical size of the disk that determines the size of the sectors read and stored in
the processor
Answer: B
QUESTION 12
The maximum number of enclosures supported on a NonStop S-series server is
determined by .............
A. a constant value
B. the current operating system release level
C. configuration parameters defined with the SCF utility
D. the site-specific hardware licensing chip
Answer: B
QUESTION 13
The file $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.USERID is a basic database of NonStop Kernel (NSK)
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